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05.08.01 In vivo photothermal effects of 808 nm gold nanorods and indocyanine
green on metastatic tumor model using an 805 nm diode laser
Hasanjee,Aamr University of Central Oklahoma
Silk,Kegan University of Central Oklahoma
West,Connor University of Central Oklahoma
Layton,Elivia University of Central Oklahoma
Bahavar,Cody University of Central Oklahoma
Doughty,Austin University of Central Oklahoma
Zhou,Feifan University of Central Oklahoma
Chen,Wei University of Central Oklahoma
Non-invasive laser immunotherapy (NLIT) is being developed as a treatment method for metastatic
cancer which can destroy primary tumors and induce effective systemic anti-tumor responses by
combining non-invasive laser irradiation with immunologically modified bionanostrucutres. To further
the effect of NLIT on metastatic cancer, the efficacy of non-invasive laser irradiation combined with gold
nanorods (GNR), with an optical absorption peak of 808 nm, versus indocyanine green (ICG), a
photosensitive dye with an optical absorption peak at ~800 nm was studied. In this study, GNR and
ICG solutions were irradiated in tissue-mimic gels using an 805 nm diode laser to determine the
photothermal effects of GNR and ICG. Results of these experiments furthered the development of
optimal parameters for non-invasive laser power density as well as GNR and ICG dosage. Metastatic
cancer cells were treated using the optimal laser power density and solution dosage parameters. Cell
viability assays were used to compare the tumor-killing effect of gold nanorods paired with non-invasive
laser irradiation versus ICG combined with non-invasive laser irradiation.

05.08.02 Creating Mathematical Models to Represent the Interactions between
Rothschild Giraffes and Acacia Trees
Sundy,Kristina University of Central Oklahoma
Rothschild giraffes are on the verge of extinction. Because of this, many are kept in conservatory
enclosures. While enclosed, giraffes face different threats and hardship, including their food supply.
This project is meant to be a solution to this problem. One of the goals for this project is to create
mathematical models of the relationship between acacia trees and the Rothschild giraffe. We analyze
the biology of these species and how they affect each other in conservatory enclosures. While in
enclosures, these giraffes have a limited quantity of acacia trees available to them, resulting in the
over-browsing and debarking of the trees. The acacia trees have had to adapt to the amount of
browsing done by the giraffes, including a type of defense, tannin production, to keep the giraffes from
browsing for too long. We develop a predator-prey model to study the interaction between the giraffes
and acacia trees. We also present a model of how the tannin levels of the acacia tree affect the health
of the giraffe. We plan to use these models to help conservationists with the health and wellness of the
endangered Rothschild giraffe species.

05.08.03 Minimizing Stress Shielding in Femoral Hip Implants through
Mathematical Modeling and Experimental Verification
Yadav,Rohan University of Central Oklahoma
Fischer,Justin University of Central Oklahoma
Grubb,Tyler University of Central Oklahoma
Huyen,Phuong University of Central Oklahoma
Antonyukov,Sergey University of Central Oklahoma
Moussa,Dr. Abdellah University of Central Oklahoma
The design of prostheses used for total hip replacement (THR) is a highly complicated task due to the
complex three-dimensional shape and material properties of the implant. Small differences in the
aforementioned characteristics can lead to significant changes in the levels of normal stress on the
fixation areas between implant, cement and cortical bone, which can lead to cement fracture in short
term and fatigue failure in long term. Aseptic loosening caused by stress shielding is also responsible
for total hip replacement failure for both cemented and uncemented implants. In this respect,
prostheses that are extremely stiff induce high levels of stress shielding on the proximal femur and
decrease interface stress there, which leads to reduction in bone density and eventually to implant
loosening. In this project, we contrive to reduce stress shielding and extend the life expectancy of the
prosthesis used in total hip replacement by controlling stem stiffness. This will be achieved in two
phases. First, we develop a numerical technique that minimizes stress shielding over the proximal
femur while maintaining a threshold level of normal stress on the fixation areas. Second, we use
modeling and instrumentation to benchmark and confirm the efficiency and reliability of the proposed
designs via experimentation.

05.08.04 The Design and Fabrication of a Testing System for Determining the
Coefficient of Kinetic Friction
Wagner,Nikolas University of Central Oklahoma
Torzilli,Robert University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
The goal of this project is to design and fabricate a testing system for determining the coefficient of
kinetic friction between different surfaces. This tester measures frictional forces between metal plates
with different coatings and sand papers of varying grits. The system allows the simulation of frictional
interactions between a metal drill tip and rocks of varying properties, a common problem in gas and oil
industry. The purpose of this project is to quantify the effects of different silicon coated metals on
reducing kinetic frictions. By using the tester, the coefficient of kinetic was determined by measuring the
force required to pull the metal plate at a constant speed and dividing it by the total normal force of the
object. A liner actuator was used to pull the plate at various constant speeds. A force gauge was used
in conjunction with the actuator to measure the pulling force. A series of weights can be added to the
top of the plate in order to control the normal force of the object. In a preliminary set of testing, we have
determined the coefficient of kinetic friction between an uncoated metal plate and various sand papers.

05.08.05 Alterations of Flagella-Driven Cellular Motility in Stressed Conditions
Clark,Kara University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
Fijalka,Daniel University of Central Oklahoma
Karpowicz,Steven University of Central Oklahoma
The goal of this project is to study the correlation between the translational motility of green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and their external physical environment. Propelled by two long hair-like
flagella that beat in coordinated waveforms, each Chlamydomonas cell can swim relatively fast in
normal medium. This current study contains two experiments; Stressor and Stressed Growth. Stressor
experiments are cells cultured in 1cp medium and diluted with mediums of higher viscosities. Whereas,
Stressed Growth experiments are cells cultured in mediums of higher viscosities diluted with the
corresponding medium. Next, cell movements were recorded with a high-speed digital camera on a
microscope, then using a custom MATLAB tracking program to trace the movement of the cell center in
space and time. The average swimming velocity of each cell in different viscous medium was
calculated by dividing the total distance traveled by the total time. Our data shows that cellular motility
decreased with increasing external fluid resistance from higher medium viscosity. This motility change
will be correlated to changes in gene expression in order to provide better understanding of the
coupling between the mechanics and genetics of the flagella.

05.08.06 A Digital Virtual Transmission Impairment Measurement Set for EIA-232
Circuits Utilizing a Bit and Block Error Rate Test
Gilliam,Nathan University of Central Oklahoma
Davis,Ryan University of Central Oklahoma
Vo,Dat University of Central Oklahoma
Nguyen,Hoang University of Central Oklahoma
Miller,Ron University of Central Oklahoma
Jassemnejad,Baha Other
Rouse,Jack Other
The Digital Transmission Impairment Measurement Set (DTIMS) is a device widely used in the
communications industry to test the performance and reliability of digital transmissions. A digital signal
transmitted through communications equipment can experience alterations due to distortion,
attenuation, and jitter, thus causing digital logic levels to be incorrectly assigned. The DTIMS provides
the tools needed to analyze line impairments and the information required to isolate and correct
problems such as noise and data quality. We report the development a user-defined virtual instrument
that advances functionality and flexibility, and improves the quality of the transmission impairment
measurements in EIA-232 circuits using a bit and block error rate test. This virtual DVTIMS is a
software application utilizing a graphical interface environment, National Instruments LabVIEW©, and
data acquisition hardware. Implementation of this device in the communications field expedites the
maintenance process of transmission lines and expands the versatility of measurement sets. Moving
away from the relatively large, stand-alone devices lacking automated testing, this software based,
user-defined DVTIMS with full test automation improves efficiency, accuracy, flexibility, and functionality
while facilitating future upgrades and modifications through cost-effective software updates rather than
hardware changes.

05.08.07 Anti-Missile Ballistic System Using a Pixy Camera to Track and
Intercept Predetermined Objects
Torzilli,Robert University of Central Oklahoma
Wagner,Alex University of Central Oklahoma
Chakroun,Amer University of Central Oklahoma
Alabbad,Nasser University of Central Oklahoma
Saulnier,Abraham University of Central Oklahoma
The proposed design project is a proof of concept of an Anti-Missile Ballistic System using project
object identification software for acquisition and termination of a predefined object. In practice this
object could be a missile or it could be a helicopter. The system will use a Pixy camera to identify, an
Arduino Uno to forecast, and an airsoft launcher to intercept the target in flight. In addition the system’s
firing mechanism will be mounted on top of a pan/tilt servo system which will be triggered by an
electronic relay and controlled by a micro controller. When the camera identifies its target, the camera
assembly will rotate to that zone. The pan and tilt motors will then independently orient the gun to the
appropriate angular coordinates and fire.

05.08.08 Flooding in Ho Chi Minh City: Causes and Sustainable Solutions
Vu Tran,Mai Anh Northeastern State University
Ho Chi Minh City is in southern Viet Nam and is the biggest city in the country with a current population
of 8 million people. The city has experienced significant growth since 1975 when the population was
only 3 million. In 2015, the city had around 4.5 million tourists from the US, Europe, and other Asian
countries. According to World Wildlife Fund, Ho Chi Minh City is also one of the ten cities in the world
whose citizens may be significantly affected by climate change. Climate change is believed to
contribute to more flooding by increasing the frequency of heavy rains, higher tidal levels of the oceans
waters. Rapid economic development and urbanization in the county (especially the city) has also
increased the flooding potential and increased the number of people affected by the floods. The city’s
infrastructure and sewage systems have not been updated appropriately since 1975 although
approximately 1.5 billion USD was invested in flooding prevention in the last ten years. Therefore, the
goal of this study is to analyze the causes of the flooding issue in Ho Chi Minh City and evaluate shortterm and long-term sustainable solutions which are recommended by experts in and outside the
country.

05.08.09 Sustainability Evaluation of Biosolids Land Application of Disturbed
Rangelands
Vu Tran,Mai Anh Northeastern State University
The term “biosolids” was adopted by USEPA in recognition of the plant nutritional and soil conditioning
value of sewage sludges that meet the regulatory requirements specified in the 40 CFR Part 503 Rule
(McFarland, 2001). Nationally, 63% of 7.1 million tons of biosolids generated are beneficially reused as
fertilizer on agricultural lands (OKDEQ, 2015). In order to restore disturbed rangelands (due to
overgrazing) in western Utah, three types of biosolids (lime-stabilized, aerobically digested, and
anaerobically digested biosolids) were applied at rates of up to twenty times (20X) the estimated Nbased agronomic rate. However, application rates of lime-stabilized biosolids were only up to 10 times
(10X) the estimated N-based agronomic rate because of its low nitrogen content. The results showed
that biosolids land application led to increases in vegetative growth and dry matter yield when
compared to vegetation grown on control plots. The goal of this study is to analyze if land application of
biosolids to reclaim disturbed rangelands was a sustainable solution and if the practice threated human
health and the surrounding environment if application rates exceeded the agronomic demand.

05.08.10 Induced Wound Reveals Mechanical Tension in Fibroblast-Populated
Collagen Lattices
Law,Ting Wei University of Central Oklahoma
Tinnin,Lauren University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
Fibroblasts play a critical role in wound healing by generating traction and contractile forces in the
presence of collagen lattices. However, the magnitude and potential alterations in tension generation is
unclear during normal and wound healing conditions. In this study, we created dermal equivalents that
are made up of human dermal fibroblasts and type I collagen. We probed the mechanical tension in the
dermal equivalent by quantifying the wound expansion after circular dissection. Finite element models
were created to simulate the wound expansion and estimate the magnitude of the associated tension.
Quantifying the mechanical forces and deformation generated by these fibroblasts can help us further
understand the progression of cancer and diseases, tension and contraction in wound healing, and
biochemical signaling of cells.

05.08.11 Image analysis of hepatic steatosis to photonically assess
transplantable liver
Jiang,Yuhao University of Central Oklahoma
zachary,josey University of Central Oklahoma
Steatosis of the donor liver is a main risk factor for initial dysfunctional or non-functional graft after
transplant due to fatty liver's susceptibility to ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI). A novel ultrasoundguided percutaneous single-fiber reflectance spectroscopy (SfRS) technology developed in Oklahoma
State University has shown the promise in vivo to detect early increment of small-vacuole lipid that was
inconspicuous to ultrasound, and to quantitate increased accumulation of large-vacuole lipid, in a rat
model of hepatic steatosis induced by a methinone-choline-deficient diet. We develop and optimize
image processing methods to extract lipid-size distribution and volume concentration parameters
corresponding to control liver and test livers of different levels of lipid accumulation, using the highresolution histopathology microscopy images available from animal experiments. The goal is to develop
algorithmic methods that will validate the quantitativeness and thereby enhance the applicability of
SfRS in assessing hepatic steatosis

05.08.12 Effect of Nanoparticles on the Cell Viability of Polycaprolactonecollagen Substrates
Barnes,Mikasa University of Central Oklahoma
The goal is to determine the effect of nanoparticles that can produce a high amount of cell adhesion
and cell proliferation to collagen and polycaprolactone-collagen substrates. The nanoparticle tested this
term was magnesia. The results of this study will help to develop functional coating material for
implants that have the ability to direct cellular responses and to regulate the formation and integration
of multiple tissue types.

05.08.13 Supersonic Stream from Redirected Exhaust Gas by a ConvergentDivergent Nozzle.
Ferron,Travis University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
The long term objective of this research is to design a jet engine that can directly recycle its exhaust
gases to provide intake and compression. This allows for the elimination of expensive and complicated
turbine assemblies. To achieve the long term goal, in this project we design and study a convergentdivergent nozzle that can entrain fresh air by producing a supersonic stream of redirected exhaust gas.
The hypothesis of being tested is that supersonic stream produced by the convergent-divergent nozzle
prevents backflow and facilitates combustion. A mathematical model is developed to simulate the flow
using Navier-Stokes equations in ANSYS-Fluent platform. Several experimental models with wood and
thick plastics have been developed and experiments have been conducted. Results from both
mathematical and experimental models shown some promise. However refinement in the design and
optimization of parameters is needed for successful repeatable results. Therefore the future goals of
the project are to develop a more comprehensive mathematical model in ANSYS-Fluent platform and
conduct experiments in metallic nozzles and adjusting design parameters. We anticipate that the
successful results would indicate that the supersonic stream entrains enough ambient air to maintain
combustion while remaining supersonic at the entrance to the combustion chamber to prevent
backflow.

05.08.14 Building LEGO models for understanding the mechanics of cilia and
flagella
Johnson,Jordan University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
In order to bridge the understanding of the structure-mechanics relationship behind ciliary motility that is
critical to health and development, we designed and built in this project biomimic LEGO models that
represent the complex structures of motile cilia. Using available LEGO bricks, both 2D and 3D physical
models were built that include the overall assembled beams interconnected by flexible trusses and
elastic rubber bands. The main goal was to recapitulate the characteristic behaviors of the microscopic
cilia, particularly the 'counterbend' response. The models produced in this project will serve as an
excellent educational and research tool for understanding the biology and engineering of the cilia.

05.08.15 Design of a Testing Apparatus for Measuring the Wear Resistance of
Nanofibers on a Cylindrical Sample
Lorah,Garrett University of Central Oklahoma
Khandaker,Morshed University of Central Oklahoma
Electrospun PMMA fibers have been successfully spun around cylindrical models. The goals of this
research were to verify the wear resistance of the fiber by designing an apparatus for testing and
quantifying the wear-resistance of the coating by designing and constructing a model of abrasion
testing that follows the ASTM G-174 standard. The objectives of this research were to develop a 3-D
computer animated design of a scratch tester (1), construct the scratch tester by the specifications of
the CAD model (2), and to use the developed machine to measure the wear resistance of nano fibers
that have been electrospun on a cylindrical model (3).

05.08.16 Automatic White Board Eraser and Scanner, University of Central
Oklahoma.
Nguyen,Hoang University of Central Oklahoma
Stamper,Kyle University of Central Oklahoma
Abu-Abed,Alaeddin University of Central Oklahoma
The automatic white board eraser and scanner is the combination of eraser and scanner in one unit
which will scan the materials on the board and erase them after that. The machine will work on its own
automatically. The goal of this project is trying to use microcontroller to control scanner and eraser at
the same time, so that a professor can save all the lectures on the board and erase them afterward
without physically doing anything. The first part of the project was done by using Arduino as the brain of
the machine to control the eraser. In order for the eraser to stop the eraser on either edge of the board,
distance sensors, HC-SR04, were used to detect where eraser should stop. To give the control of the
machine to professor, Bluetooth communication device was used to control via smartphone or
computer. In the scanner part, the plan is also use Arduino microcontroller to control whenever scanner
should be on or off and begin to scan materials on the board. The next step in this project is trying to
control the scanner and also combine it to work with eraser. The final step is to determine the quality of
the file and time it take for the automatic white board eraser and scanner to finish one task.

05.08.17 In Vitro Mechanical Testing of Titanium-Bone scaffold
Sultana,Fariha University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
Khandaker,Morshed University of Central Oklahoma
Metals are the most widely used implants for hard tissue repair. However, the optimal surface
properties for ideal integration of a metal implant with native tissue have not yet been achieved.The
objective of this research is the in vitro mechanical testing of titanium, plasma treated titanium and laser
peened titanium with 3D insert scaffold. Then the osseointergration strength will be compared to
determine which sample construct interface is most efficient. Cell viability tests were conducted on
these three groups of samples. 3D insert scaffolds were placed on the titanium samples in silicon molds
to culture the osteoblast cells 3-dimensionally for a month and the osseointegration strength was
measured using a custom made tension test stage.

05.08.18 Design and Construction of an Inexpensive, Portable Supercomputer
for Testing and Learning
Paynter,Bradley University of Central Oklahoma
Beadle,Corey University of Central Oklahoma
Boland,Matthew University of Central Oklahoma
Pak,Cameron University of Central Oklahoma
UCO recently purchased its first computational cluster, "Buddy". As a result, there is a need to increase
the capability of the university's faculty and students to use computational resources. Unfortunately, it
can be very intimidating for a novice to use a piece of equipment that is expensive and vital to ongoing
research. The goal of this project is to design and build a computational cluster out of inexpensive, offthe-shelf parts that is self-contained and portable. It can then be taken to classrooms, faculty offices,
research rooms, etc. and used as a sandbox where people learning about High Performance
Computing can experiment without fear of breaking expensive equipment or disrupting the important
work of others. Issues dealt with during development have included thermal and structural analysis,
efficient power and network distribution, and the core principles of cost and portability.

05.08.19 Numerical Simulation of Joule Heating and its Effect on Microfluidic Cell
Separation Systems
Benton,Matthew University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has become one of the most popular mechanisms for label free particle
manipulations and transport in microfluidics. These devices employ electric fields to cause DEP and
other electrokinetic motion. When an electric field is applied in these devices, joule heating occurs that
can increase the temperature in the device. Since many of the relevant physical and electrical
properties are temperature dependent, significant temperature changes can alter the efficacy of the
device. In order to investigate this effect, we use numerical modelling to solve the energy, NavierStokes and Electric field equations using COMSOL Multiphysics. We create a model of microfluidic
channels used for manipulating and separating cells and determine the temperature distribution and the
effect it has on key properties used in separation. The temperature increases in the obstacle section of
the channel, which we expect to result in an increase of electrical conductivity, decreased electric field
strength and weaker DEP forces. We also investigate the effect of joule heating on fluid viscosity and
the flow profile of the channel. This study will provide critical insight on effective design of electric field
driven microfluidic cell separation devices and optimizing design parameters for cell viability and
functionality.

05.08.20 Effect of Nano-Groove on Titanium Implant
Hillis,Nathan University of Central Oklahoma
Riahinezhad,shahram University of Central Oklahoma
Osseointegrated features such as surface energy, roughness, and nano-groove can be fused with the
implants for the osseointegration of the implant with the host tissue in orthopedics and dentistry. The
effect of nano-groove on titanium implant on the bonding strength of metal/cement conducted in this
research. Developing or improving of hard tissue fixation implants that have the ability of directing
cellular responses between the host tissue and implant is the significance of this research. The goal of
this research is the measurement of the interface bond between the implant and the cement by
applying nano-groove on the surface of the implant.This study found pulling out interface fracture shear
strength of the Ti-PMMA samples 2.267±0.535MPa (3 samples) and 0.344±0.043MPa (3 sample) for
without groove. The dimension of groove depth in these experiments was 66.039±82.604 µm. We also
conducted the effect of microgroove on the Ti surface to the bonding strength of the Ti/PMMA
interfaces under fatigue test.Cyclic tests conducted to find the life of bonding of the Ti/PMMA samples
at 1 Hz using 75% of fracture load as the preload that found from the static test. The bonding strength
and fatigue life results compared with the control and microgroove the Ti/PMMA samples. During this
study,static and fatigue tests showed that the mean value of the bounding strength of the implant with
micro groove samples were significantly higher than implant without groove.

05.08.21 Design and Fabrication of an Intradiscal Pressure Sensor
Rose,Piper University of Central Oklahoma
Hodges,Kyle University of Central Oklahoma
Olheiser,Tyler University of Central Oklahoma
Camp,James University of Central Oklahoma
The current treatments for patients with degenerative disc disease can be just as painful as the disease
itself, but updated prosthetics have been developed that can mimic the natural state of the
intervertebral discs and therefore provide a much better replacement to the spine. Our team aimed to
design an affordable and durable needle-type pressure sensor that could be used to check the
pressure inside of a prosthetic intervertebral disc to ensure that it is proportionate to a patient’s intact
disc. This allows further development in “life-like” prosthetics for spinal injuries. We have created a
sensor using a parallel plate capacitor design with a fluidic center space that will output a changing
capacitance depending on the pressure placed on the fluid.

05.08.22 Experimental Determination of Entropy Generation in Combining Fluid
Flow.
Dorety,Adam University of Central Oklahoma
Lemley,Evan University of Central Oklahoma
In this project we are expanding the knowledge of fluids engineering and fluids in micro channels by
looking into the entropy generated in a rectangular junction where two flows come together, before the
flow has had time to become fully combined. The project will focus only on the flow during the
combination of the streams, as that is when the fluid flow characteristics are quickly changing and
energy is lost due to entropy generation. This project will calculate local entropy generation rates for the
experiments performed utilizing particle image velocimetry. Also in the project the Reynold’s Number
dependence of loss coefficient in combining flow will be found.

05.08.23 Flagella-Driven Motility is Maintained in Chlamydomonas Cells Grown in
High-Viscosity Medium
Fijalka,Daniel University of Central Oklahoma
Clark,Kara University of Central Oklahoma
Karpowicz,Steven University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
Cilia and flagella are microscopic hair-like structures found throughout various systems within the
human body, and play a vital role in development and health. Defects of these subcellular structures
cause a variety of human cilia-related diseases. The biflagellate alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a
model system used to study human cilia due to similarities in genetics and respective biological roles.
Altering physical stimulation of the cellular environment provides insight to the interplay between
structure and function of cilia. To achieve this end, algal cells were cultured in various medium
viscosities and then diluted with a control media to revert or in essence “rescue” them from their more
viscous growth media. To observe cellular motility, videos of the cells were immediately taken after the
dilution with a high speed digital camera and individual cell motion and swimming velocities were
tracked using a custom Matlab imaging processing program. Analysis of the aptly named “rescue
experiment” data shows that Chlamydomonas flagella appear capable of maintaining average cell
velocity when rescued from more viscous growth media. Combined with genetic analysis, a better
understanding of the coupling between the mechanics and the genetics of the flagella and cilia can be
reached.

05.08.24 Computer Simulation of a Microfluidic Device for Metabolite of
Prostaglandin E2 (PGE-M) Separation and Concentration
Annalingam,saranja University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
Gamagedara,Dr. Sanjeewa University of Central Oklahoma
Cancer is the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in the world resulting 8.2 million deaths
annually. One of the major challenges in the medical industry is diagnosing cancer in early stages. The
biomarker proteins that are related to the malignant tumor are present so vanishingly low concentration
that it is very difficult to detect. The microdevice requires low sample volumes to detect endogenous
levels of low abundance proteins. A metabolite of Prostaglandin E2(PGE-M)is a urinary protein specific
to the tumor promoting factor that can be used as a non-invasive biomarker for screening colorectal
cancer. In this research, we develop a mathematical model to simulate isotachophoresis separation
and concentration of PGE-M in a microfluidic device using COMSOL multiphysics platform.
Isotachophoresis is a non-linear electrophoretic technique used in separating charged molecules based
upon their electrophoretic mobility. The goal of our research is to develop a microfluidic device that is
capable of separating and concentrating PGE-M using isotachophoresis. The electrical properties of
virtual leading and trailing electrolytes, PGE-M and blue fluorescence protein (BFP) will be used from
literature for the computer simulation. We anticipate that the simulation results will show a significant
increase in concentration with distinct separation band between PGE-M and BFP. In conclusion, the
proposed study will help in designing microdevices for early cancer diagnosis.

05.08.25 Effects of laser irradiation on target tumor temperature during laser
immunotherapy
Doughty,Austin University of Central Oklahoma
Hasanjee,Aamr University of Central Oklahoma
Silk,Kegan University of Central Oklahoma
Pettitt,Alex University of Central Oklahoma
West,Connor University of Central Oklahoma
Zhou,Feifan University of Central Oklahoma
Chen,Wei University of Central Oklahoma
Laser Immunotherapy (LIT) is a novel cancer treatment modality that has seen much success in
treating many different types of cancer, both in animal studies and clinical trials. The treatment
stimulates the host immune system to develop an autologous vaccine for the cancer using two main
elements: the laser irradiation of a target tumor and the local injection of an immunoadjuvant. As the
photothermal effect induced by the laser irradiation is not uniform across the target tumor tissue, a wide
variety of cancer related biomarkers are expressed in the treatment site. Therefore, determining the
temperature distribution in the treated tumor is crucial to facilitate the treatment of cancers. In this
study, we investigate the levels of cellular destruction and temperature elevation caused by the laser
irradiation. To do this, we injected Wistar Furth rats with metastatic mammary tumor cells. Once the
tumors had grown to approximately 1-cm in one dimension, the tumors underwent laser irradiation and
were monitored using thermocouple with needle probes and infrared thermography. From our study, we
determined that the central tumor temperature was higher for tumors of smaller volume. Additionally,
the surface temperature of the tumor had a strong correlation with the maximum infrared temperature
reading.

05.08.26 Design and Development of Microfluidic Cell Sorting Device for
Biomedical Applications
Locke,Travis University of Central Oklahoma
Benton,Matthew University of Central Oklahoma
Magee,Abigail University of Central Oklahoma
Walker,Nick University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
There is a growing interest in the development of microscale separation techniques. This research
presents a microfluidic device for continuous manipulation and separation of fibroblast cells and
polystyrene particles using direct current insulating dielectrophoresis (DEP). DEP, a nondestructive
electrokinetic transport mechanism, is a technique with great potential for microscale manipulation. A
microfluidic chip design was fabricated in lab which was used to manipulate and separate rat fibroblast
cells. A UV-LED exposure system was designed for the photolithography stage of the chip fabrication.
Samples were prepared by mixing fibroblasts cells in a sugar solution composed of 8.5% sucrose and
.3% glucose in DI water with a cell concentration of 8E5. The cells were cultured using standard cell
culturing procedures. The samples were loaded into the microchannel and an electric field was
introduced through inserting wire into the reservoirs and observed under microscope. Results indicated
manipulation towards specific outlets of both particles and fibroblasts by varying the applied voltage. A
numerical model was created in COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate the electric field, cell trajectories,
and the effect of Joule heating on key separation parameters. Manipulation and separation of
polystyrene particles and fibroblasts are shown. This study is a step towards developing miniature cell
separation systems for biomedical research and applications.

05.08.27 Automation of Sprinkler Systems and Irrigation Systems
Lamichhane,Rakshya University of Central Oklahoma
Balami,Dilip University of Central Oklahoma
Pokharel,Shibir University of Central Oklahoma
Saleh,Alaa alluohammed University of Central Oklahoma
Alkhodairi,Salman University of Central Oklahoma
Our project is about automation of sprinkler system and irrigation system. The main objective of the
project is to build the automatic wireless system which can determine the amount of water needed in
the soil by measuring various parameters. Ultimate goal of our project is to save time, money, water
and energy. Contemporary sprinkler system can’t determine the required amount of water at real time.
Our system can measure volumetric water content, temperature and electrical conductivity of soil and
decide the necessity of appropriate water amount for appropriate time. There is wireless
communication between system and the user. Sprinkler system is built by using decagon soil moisture
sensor and arduino micro controller. Preliminary testing has successfully shown the desired
measurement. We constructed our sample system using LED lights as sprinkler valve. We are very
close to complete the project with sprinkler systems parts. Weather forecast by the system will be our
next step. This system can be used to control irrigation and lawn sprinkler system in places where
water is scarce.

05.08.28 The effects of laser immunotherapy on cancer cell migration
Bahavar,Cody University of Central Oklahoma
Chen,Wei University of Central Oklahoma
Lam,Ahn University of Central Oklahoma
Layton,Elivia University of Central Oklahoma
Zhou,Feifan University of Central Oklahoma
Laser immunotherapy (LIT) uses laser irradiation and immunological stimulation to target all types of
metastases and creates a long-term tumor resistance. Glycated chitosan (GC) is the immunological
stimulant used in LIT. Interestingly, GC can act as a surfactant for single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) to immunologically modify SWNTs. SWNT-GC retains the optical properties of SWNTs and
the immunological functions of GC to help increase the selectivity of the laser and create a more
optimal immune response. One essential aspect of understanding this immune response is knowing
how laser irradiation effects cancer cells’ ability to metastasize. In this experiment, 2mm circular
elastomer plugs were placed at the bottom of multi-well dishes. Pre-cancerous keratinocytes, different
tumor cells, and fibroblasts were then plated separately in treated wells. Once the cells reached 100%
confluence, they were irradiated by either a 980nm or 805nm wavelength laser. Separate experiments
with laser irradiation plus glycated chitosan and laser irradiation plus SWNT-GC were conducted in
order to further study the effects of LIT on cancer cell migration. The goal was to determine the effects
of laser irradiation and immunological stimulation on cancer cell migration in vitro, paying the way to
understand the mechanism of LIT in treating metastatic tumors in cancer patients.

05.08.29 Design and construction of a mini incubator for live cell and tissue
imaging
Bahavar,Cody University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
Ramadani,Moataz University of Central Oklahoma
Bartenhagen,Chase University of Central Oklahoma
Tinnin,Lauren University of Central Oklahoma
The problem with traditional incubators is that in order to image samples, they must be removed from
their optimal environment, which can result in cell death or inconstancies in results. This is where there
is a need for a mini incubator, which is an incubator that is small enough to fit on to a microscope stage
and provide the appropriate temperature and CO2 levels in order to maintain cell viability. Many
research labs with different areas of expertise could benefit from using a mini incubator, including
biology, chemistry, and engineering. However, current mini incubators have several limitations. For
instance, most incubators are designed for specific microscopes, Petri dishes, or cell culture plates.
This would cause the researcher to either buy a different mini incubator for every microscope or cell
housing, making his or her research much more costly. An optimal mini incubator would be able to fit all
types of cell culture plates and Petri dishes, while also fitting under most microscopes. The goal of this
project was to design and construct an affordable mini incubator that will fit under most microscope
stages and incubate all types of cell housing.

05.08.30 Meteorological Data Collection for Three-Dimensional Forecasting
Advancements
Foster,Nicholas Oklahoma State University
Jacob,Jamey Oklahoma State University
Weather forecasting has advanced greatly with the advent of modern weather radar, but is still largely
focused on macro scale phenomena. Much of the data is restricted to upper atmosphere phenomena,
but the goal of this research is to develop methods to collect data at lower altitudes where severe
storms begin their development through convective initiation. Data within these lower altitudes might
provide insight into the formation of severe storms and allow the creation of three-dimensional weather
forecasts at the meso-scale level. The purpose of the current research is to create a system that can
easily be attached to an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and collect meteorological data from the
surrounding atmosphere. Inspired by the NCAR/Vaisala dropsonde system, a set of sensors called a
sonde is being developed that is half the length and diameter of an NCAR dropsonde so that it may be
equipped and deployed from a fixed-wing or multi-rotor UAV instead of needing a manned aircraft. With
the use of UAVs and the Oklahoma Mesonet, this data will be accessible at any time due to routine
autonomous flights and can be controlled from a distant ground station. This advancement can
potentially improve severe weather warning times, saving lives and property.

05.08.31 Health Monitoring & Communication Devices for Smarter Hospitals &
Smarter Homes
Estes,Robert University of Central Oklahoma
Alsbou,Dr. Nesreen University of Central Oklahoma
Kim,MinSeong University of Central Oklahoma
Karsoum,Anas University of Central Oklahoma
Kembaity,Mohammed University of Central Oklahoma
Alomar,Mortahda University of Central Oklahoma
Around 1% of Americans have some form of epilepsy and nearly 1 in 26 will develop epilepsy at some
point in their lives. Electroencephalograms (EEG) are used to track brain wave activity in order to
diagnose and treat patients with epilepsy. Current EEG devices are large which make long-term
portable monitoring difficult. Our goal is to research and develop a small wearable device capable of
monitoring and analyzing a patient’s brain activity. This device will make long-term monitoring much
easier and will aid in diagnosing, treating, and safeguarding patients that have primary generalized
seizures. Since seizures cannot be triggered, we are using a proof-of-concept method in which we will
monitor the temporal region of the brain and use a blinking LED as a visual stimulus to generate
frequency spikes in the brain activity that can be detected in the frequency domain. This method can be
adapted to detect spikes in brain activity during a seizure in the time domain.

05.08.32 Design of RS-232/RS-422 High Speed Converter
Holguin,Cesar University of Central Oklahoma
Seay,Lillian University of Central Oklahoma
Christy,Jacob University of Central Oklahoma
Crist,Jeremy University of Central Oklahoma
Fitts,Don Other
Miller,Ron University of Central Oklahoma
Jassemnejad,Baha Other
An RS-232 signal is an unbalanced signal, meaning that it transmits data as high or low voltage levels
by using one line. The voltage range varies between -12 and +12 volts. The RS-422 signal is a
differential signal, or balanced signal, that transmits high or low voltage levels by using two lines. One
line is used for the original signal and the other is used for the inverse of the original signal. This helps
remove transmission error. The logic is determined by the voltage difference between the two lines
which has a range of 0 to 5 volts. Both of the signals are serial signals that transmit one bit at a time.
They will be converted from their respective voltage levels into transistor-transistor logic (TTL), which is
how a computer communicates with its peripherals. The TTL signal voltage ranges from 0 to 5 volts.
Once TTL is achieved the signal is then converted into transmission control protocol/internet protocol
(TCP/IP), or packets of information, to be sent through a local area network. An immediate potential
application of this device is upgrading Tower Data Link Service system.

05.08.33 Growing Oklahoma Native Microalgae Strains in Waste Water Generated
during Hydraulic Fracturing for Natural Gas Production
Lutzu,Giovanni Antonio Oklahoma State University
Turgut Dunford,Nurhan Oklahoma Christian University
Hydraulic fracturing is widely used for natural gas production. This process produces large volumes of
wastewater (frac water) that is not suitable for safe surface disposal or reuse. Development of new
remediation methods and reuse are critical for the sustainability of these operations and protection of
the environment. Microalgae are able to grow in wastewater and remove excess nutrients,
contaminants, and heavy metals. The main objective of this project is to develop an integrated system
that will produce biomass that can be used for bioproduct manufacturing while cleaning up waste water.
The specific objective is to screen Oklahoma Native microalgae strains for their growth profile in frac
water. Several strains were grown in standard media, frac water and frac water + fertilizer. Algal
biomass was analyzed using a Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) method. Microalgae grown in frac
water + fertilizer produced ten times more biomass than when cultivated in raw frac water. Tetraselmis
striata, Dunaliella tertiolecta and Aphanotece sp. produced the highest amount of algal biomass, 7.7,
7.6 and 7.1 g/L, respectively. TGA tests showed that biomass had 18.9-78.9% volatile matter, 6.375.8% ash and 1.8-30.4% fixed carbon. These results suggest that chemical composition of biomass
varie with the strains and fertilizer addition improves biomass yields. Biomass of other Oklahoma native
strains and the chemical composition of the frac water after algae growth are being evaluated.

05.08.34 Stereo Vision and Navigation for Land Based Robotic Systems
Rymer,Nick Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Our intent is to use algorithms to effectively navigate a robot through complex terrain by means of
stereo vision. Stereo vision is produced by utilizing two cameras mounted on an Arduino compatible
land based robot to serve as the vision sensor for navigation around obstacles. The Random sample
consensus (RANSAC) algorithm will be used to filter errors from visual data acquired from cameras.
Obstacle mapping will be processed with stereo algorithms through use of Matlab. Previous research
has effectively proven the capabilities of implementing stereo vision with the use of RANSAC to
navigate outdoor environments.

05.08.35 Design and Implementation of a System to Measure Entropy Generation
for Multiple Fluid Dynamics Experiments
Meier,Andy University of Central Oklahoma
Gillispie,Aric University of Central Oklahoma
Dorety,Adam University of Central Oklahoma
Lemley,Evan University of Central Oklahoma
The main problem being addressed in our current research is the entropy generation for various flow
cases that involve symmetrical combining or dividing flow cases, asymmetrical flow cases including
varying flow parameters, as well as combining and dividing from perpendicular legs of a T-junction.
Ultimately, the desired results will be a relationship between the entropy generation and Reynolds
number for each flow case. These results can be validated analytically, using particle image
velocimetry, and numerically, through simulations. Furthermore, our research seeks to address the
problem of data acquisition after combining or dividing fluid. Of specific relevance is the downstream
distance for a fluid to become laminar and fully developed after being disrupted by the junction. If a
correlation exists between Reynolds number and flow case, this can aid in the design of systems where
measurement is required after a junction. Finally, this project will serve as a framework for future work
on the correlation between the entropy generation and mixing efficiencies. Currently, entropy
generation can be determined using particle image velocimetry and simulated results with greater ease
than mixing efficiency. Therefore, if a correlation were to emerge, then mixing efficiency in a device
where mixing is necessary could be qualitatively evaluated by its entropy generation. The main
applications for this research are microscale medical devices and such things as lab-on-a-chip.

05.08.36 Electric field driven manipulation and separation in microfluidics.
Walker,Nick University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
This research demonstrates manipulation and separation of fibroblast and polystyrene beads in a
microchannel using electroosmotic flow (EOF) and dielectrophoresis (DEP). The channel is imprinted
into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using photolithography techniques. The PDMS channel is chemically
bonded to glass using plasma oxidation. The channel design consists of two semicircles with three
hurdle in each causing constriction of the channel. Probes placed in each of the reservoir provide an
electric field in the channel generating the EOF. The cell migration in the fluid media was observed, and
recorded using a camera attachment to a microscope. The resulting images allowed for the cells to be
counted, and the performance of the microfluidic device to be quantified. Results shows that for certain
combination of electric voltages in different reservoir, fibroblast cells can be directed to a specific
reservoir. Image analysis shows that the controlled manipulation of fibroblast cells yields at least 80%
specificity in the desired reservoir. The separation of fibroblast from 4um polystyrene particles in the
same microfluidic device is in progress. We anticipate successful separation with similar specificity. The
viability of fibroblast after exposure to electric voltages has also been evaluated. This demonstration will
help to develop an integrated microfluidic cell separation system.

05.08.37 Design of Autonomous Collaborative Robots for Hazardous Spill CleanUp
Nchinda,Hedrine University of Central Oklahoma
Harvey,Aaron University of Central Oklahoma
Mathis,James University of Central Oklahoma
Lambo-Akanbi,Ismail University of Central Oklahoma
Robots are electro-mechanical devices capable of performing various tasks on command or by preprogrammed instructions. The first robot; the ‘mechanical bird’, was made by Archytas in 350BC and
since then numerous advances in design and application have been explored especially with the
increasing need for efficiency and automation in industry. Another driver for automation in the
workplace is the presence of hazardous environments. Robotics offers many solutions to alleviate the
dangers to workers. According to reports of chemical disasters across the world, there are ongoing
concerns for safety in industry. The Occupational Safety and Heath Administration (OSHA) and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) report that over 31 deaths per year are due to atmospheric hazards in
confined spaces. Confined spaces are enclosed areas with limited space and accessibility, which are
uninhabitable. Our goal in this project is to design and implement a group of robots capable of working
together to map an area, search and locate hazardous chemical spill(s), and neutralize the hazard(s)
with little or no human intervention. The maneuvering of the robots will be achieved by the
simultaneous localization and mapping algorithm (SLAM), with various sensors for chemical detection,
while the use of a wireless communication system will aid in robot collaboration.

05.08.38 3D Room Modeling Utilizing an Autonomous Robot and Various
Autodesk Software
Saiedi,Summer University of Central Oklahoma
Skipper,Cody University of Central Oklahoma
Smith,Diana University of Central Oklahoma
Alnahwi,Hussain University of Central Oklahoma
Hughes,Charles University of Central Oklahoma
Our mission is to construct a 3D CAD model of a room by mounting a camera, or cameras, to a robot
that shoots photographs at set intervals. In doing so are deliverables are as follows: to determine the
ideal angle and interval to take the photos for best modeling outcome, upload point cloud data to CAD
(computer-aided design) software for accurate 3D modeling and dimensional analysis, design a robot
with a mounted camera (or cameras) to navigate room and take photos at set intervals and to
photograph a single object, create 3D model of that object, and place in 3D generated room model. The
project is quite universal because CAD modeling is applicable to many different industries including
real-estate, architecture and manufacturing. CAD models are easily manipulated and are very easy to
share. There are various scanners on the market that create models of a room and/or an object,
however the devices are quite expensive and not universal. Our ambition is to create room models in
the most inexpensive way possible, utilizing cell phone and/or GoPro cameras as well as various
Autodesk softwares to ensure that anyone from any industry can benefit from this project.

05.08.41 Probing Mechanical Stresses in Human Fibroblast Collagen Lattices
Tinnin,Lauren University of Central Oklahoma
Xu,Gang University of Central Oklahoma
Hilal,Mona University of Central Oklahoma
Law,Ting Wei University of Central Oklahoma
Vaughan,Melville University of Central Oklahoma
Fibroblasts are one of the most abundant connective tissues in the human body. They play a critical
role in wound healing by generating forces. Tension occurs naturally in wound healing, however it is
unclear how much tension is generated. Quantifying the mechanical forces and deformation generated
by these fibroblasts can help us study and further understand the progression of cancer and diseases
and forces generated in wound healing. We created dermal equivalents by co-culturing human dermal
fibroblast with type I collagen. Circular plastic mesh rings structurally supported the lattices. We added
TGF-β to some lattices to study the effect tension produced with the presence of this protein. After
incubation, we probed the mechanical tension in these dermal equivalents by removing a small circle
from the center of the tissue with a biopsy punch. The experiments with the 2mm perturbation results
show that the punch in lattices treated with TGF-β increased slightly faster than the lattices not treated
with TGF-β, our preliminary conclusion is that the fibroblasts produce more tension in the presence of
TGF-β. Acknowledgements: Funding for this project was provided through a grant from the Office of
Research & Sponsored Programs at the University of Central Oklahoma.

05.08.42 Fluorescence Labeling and Purification of Cardiac Troponin I in a
Microchip
Morris,Shelby University of Central Oklahoma
Karpowicz,Steven University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
Cardiac troponin I (cTnI) is a protein that regulates contractions of cardiac muscles. Cardiac troponin I
cTnI is considered as a highly specific biomarker for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases. The long term
goal of our research is to detect cTnI in a microchip. In this project, cTnI was labeled with a florescent
dye so that it can be detected under a fluorescent microscope in a microchip. The labeled cTnI will be
used for subsequent research in microchip preconcentration and detection using nonlinear
electrophoresis. The cTnI was labeled with Fluorescein-5-Maleimide provided by manufacturer’s
directions. First, a sample was prepared with 20 mM of phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at pH 7.4. A
tenfold molar excess of the dye was dissolved in DMF and then added to the PBS. Finally, cTnI was
added to the sample and stored in a freezer at 4°C for 12 hours. The labeling of cTnI with florescent
dye has been accomplished, but evaluation of specificity is in progress. A microfluidic isotachophoresis
experiment will be conducted to purify labeled cTnI by removing excess dye. We anticipate a
successful purification of cTnI since the electrophoretic mobility of cTnI and fluorescent dye are
different. This project will help to achieve the long term goal of microfluidic detection of cTnI.

05.08.43 Separation of low abundance proteins from a serum using
isotachophoresis
Teigland,Tucker University of Central Oklahoma
Karpowicz,Steven University of Central Oklahoma
Hossan,Mohammad University of Central Oklahoma
It has been shown that preconcentration and separation of low abundance proteins can be achieved
using isotachophoresis (ITP) and geometric changes in a PMMA microchannel. However, the protein
serum used in these experiments consisted of proteins with all similar initial concentrations. In order for
a practical device to work, higher abundance proteins must be removed from the solution prior to ITP
preconcentration. For example, elevated concentrations of cardiac biomarker protein are on the order
of 0.01 ng/mL and typical concentration of albumin is 35-50 mg/mL. ITP was performed on fluorescently
labeled cTnI and albumin protein in a straight uniform channel. Separation was photographed and
measured using fluorescent microscopy. This study shows the effectiveness of separating a low
abundance protein, cTnI, from a higher abundance protein, albumin, using ITP on a PMMA lab-on-achip device. Using the same electrophoretic mechanism, we can separate the target low abundance
protein from the serum prior to a preconcentration and detection step. This results eliminate a needed
purification step prior to ITP preconcentration, and can be performed on the same chip.

